Efforts in these last years to find evidence for a true correlation
between the accretion and the AGN powers
Very recently Allen et al. (2006; 9 objects) and Balmaverde et al.
(2008; 23 objects) obtained independent estimates of the accretion
power Paccr and the jet power PJ and found their strict correlation

Log Paccr = 1.1 Log PJ - 1.9
 ~ linear dependence Paccr - PJ

PJ ~ 0.02 Paccr

Does the correlation hold to 	

low values of PJ and Paccr ?

Evaluation of the jet and accretion powers
PJ: Correlation with the core radio luminosity: PJ
(Heinz et al. 2007)

Lν12/17

Different brightness profiles for Radio Loud and Radio Quiet AGN
(Capetti & Balmaverde 2005, 2006)
‘Power law’  R. Q.

‘Core’  R. L.

Selection of ‘Core’ galaxies
Included objects with
upper limits for Lν

Paccr = η

c2 ,

η=1

- Bondi model (1952): accretion rate at rB = 2GMBH/cs2
PB =

c2

nB M2BH TB-3/2

MBH from the MBH - σ correlation (Tremaine 2002)
nB and TB from the X-ray properties of the IGM
X- ray analysis from Chandra archive data
- Erase from the extended map spurious sources (XRB)
- Divide the image in annuli and from spectroscopic and
morphological analysis deduce nB and TB

Useful data only for : M 85, M 86, NGC 4365, NGC 4526

- Upper limits for Lν in M 85 and NGC 4365
Support that correlation
extends down to very low
radio luminosities
Something more …..

Extended sample
Previous four objects belong to the Virgo Cluster
Can we include other galaxies of this Cluster ?
1 - Objects at similar distances
2 - Objects belonging to the same ambient
From the sample of Balmaverde et al. (2008) we can include 6 more
galaxies, for a Virgo subsample of 10 objects:
M 85
M 86
NGC 4365
NGC 4526

M 49
M 60
M 84
M 87

M 89
NGC 4636

Consistency between the correlat.
of the VCC (10 obj.) and total
samples (27 obj.)
	

Log PJ,43 = A Log PB,43 + B 	


A = 1.3
0.3	

B = - 2.2
0.4	

rms = 0.52	

In the total sample:	


A = 1.1
0.15	

B = - 2.0
0.25 	

rms = 0.66	
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Large Scale (r >> rB): the structure of the Virgo Cluster
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M 85

M 84

M 60

M 49
M 49
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23 Mpc
N 4365

N 4636

PB is maximum for the dominant components and apparently
decreases with the relative distances and velocities from the
dominant components M 87 and M 49 in Virgo A and B

Interaction of the IGM with the Cluster environm.

PB,43 = 2.8
Vz = 1.500 km s-1 	


PB,43 = 48
Vz = 250 km s-1 	


Intermediate scales (r > rB): interaction jet - IGM
Comparison of PJ with LX,IGM
LX,IGM / PJ ~ 0.1 – 0.001
From X-ray data we can evaluate the thermal content of
the IGM
 The jet heats the IGM within time scales ~ 107 - 109 yrs
Scenarios:

Variable activity of the AGN

Feedback IGM/ jet: Duty cycle

T grows – n decreases
The jet releases its
energy into the gas

The corona heats

T decreases – n grows

The jet power

PB increases
The corona cools

Accrescimento e Getti in AGN di bassa luminosità

PB decreases

decreases

Intermediate scales: brightness at 1 kpc
PJ vs S1kpc (counts at 1 Kpc)
S1kpc
the density in the IGM
Linear correlation holds with:
P(ρ) ~ 0.1
rms ~ 0.7
~ 0.001 rms ~ 0.8 (27obj.)
Lower gas density  ~ lower PB
~ “ PJ

The ambient and intermediate properties of the IGM play
some role in the accretion process

Internal region (r << rB): dynamical properties
PJ /PB ~ 0.02  Constraints on the driving processes for
relativistic jets ?
I - Blandford & Znajek (1977): PJ

B2 j2

( j = J/JMax < 1)

II - ADAF model for the accretion (Nemmen et al. 2007):
PJ = ηJ(j, α, ε) PB



α ∼ 0.1
= ε
(ε < 1 )
A = Log (PJ /PB)

j > 0.90 - 0.95, ηJ ~ 0.1 – 0.5

If a disk wind is included scenario not very different (Meier 2001)

Internal region: radiative properties
- A correlation exists between the core

radio and X-ray luminosities
LX,core ~ 0.001 PJ
- ‘Power Law’ galaxies , much brighter
than ‘Core’ objects

PB originates from the IGM but 
R.L.: Weakly emitting disk, relat. jet
R.Q.: Disk emission (non relat. outfl. ?)

SUMMARY
- The correlation PJ - PB holds over ~ 4 decades (OK)
- The ambient and interaction of the IGM with the environment affects
the accretion process and then PB (~ OK)
- The fraction of PB  PJ seems to constrain acceleration of relat.
jets only from SMBH with high spin ( ~, further modelling)
- The accretion - ejection process different in R.L. and R.Q. ?
R.L.: PB  kinetic power
R.Q.: PB  e.m. power
~, further modelling
~, analyze the IGM properties in R.Q. galaxies

